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Intrafocus Partners with ProServ in the Middle East

Intrafocus is delighted to announce a partnership with ProServ in the Middle East and North
Africa (MENA).

(PRWEB UK) 17 January 2013 -- ProServ, one of the leading enterprise BPM and ITSM professional services
providers in MENA, and Intrafocus have entered into a partnership agreement to sell QuickScore™ into this
region.

“We wanted to ensure we have local expertise to support the MENA region” say Intrafocus “this marketplace is
very active, there are many companies that have realised huge benefits can be gained by using dedicated
business performance management software.”

Intrafocus first introduced QuickScore into the European market eighteen months ago. It has taken business
performance management to a new level by providing companies with software that automatically links metrics
to objectives, strategy and initiatives.

The software has an easy to use and highly intuitive user interface. Creating scorecards and dashboards is a
relatively simple process. To get the most out of the system some technical guidance is needed. The partnership
with ProServ has meant that local consultants and support services are available at all times in MENA as well
as in Europe.

“We have been working with our clients developing business performance management processes for some
time” says Emad Ghattas of ProServ, “QuickScore has given us the means to quickly and efficiently implement
CPM support systems using the best technology in the market place today. We are very pleased with the
partnership with Intrafocus.”

QuickScore has been highly successful in the USA with both large and small companies. The US Army uses it
extensively as their strategic management system providing testament to both the scale and security features of
the product. Starbucks uses QuickScore to manage over 700 stores, collecting data and feeding it to a central
head office management system.

QuickScore provides the means to link company strategy to objectives and metrics and then onward to strategic
initiatives when required. The sophisticated tracking interface turns metrics into ‘scores’ which are then fed
back up through an organisation providing a typical red, amber, green, traffic light assessment to all levels
within a company. This delivers an at-a-glance health-check to departments, divisions and headquarters that can
be used as the starting point to drill-down for detailed information.

About Intrafocus:
Intrafocus is a business performance management software reseller and consultancy. Having invested heavily in
lighter-footprint performance management software, Intrafocus believes that companies and organisations want
easy-to-use, web-based tools to examine and manage their performance data more effectively.

About ProServ:
Since its inception in 2003, ProServ has focused on integrating complimentary services and solutions that play
a key role in the achievement of business excellence and business transformation initiatives of its valued
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clients. ProServ specialises in enterprise business process management and IT service management professional
services in the Middle East and North Africa.
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Contact Information
Clive Keyte
Intrafocus
http://www.intrafocus.com
+44(0)1962 855655

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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